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You are responsible to check the equipment prior to leaving the 
facility and for returning the equipment clean, dry and undam-
aged.  If we have to inflate and re-roll the inflatable for cleaning, 
drying or damages a minimum $35 charge will be applied.  
Additional cleaning fees may apply.   The cleaning  fee is a 
minimum of 25% of the original total rental fee.  You are 
financially responsible for the equipment during your rental 
period.  If equipment is damaged or lost, ODR will determine the 
fees to repair or replace. 

CLEANING AND DAMAGE FEES

Reservations can be made 90 days in advance for Active Duty 
military persoonel and 60 days in advance for Retired or Civlilan 
employees. Payment is due in full at the time of reservation. 
Cancellations less than 48-hours in advance will result in a 
forfeiture of the reservation fee.

RESERVATIONS

Daily rentals are rented out for a 24-hour period.  Weekend 
rentals include Friday thru Monday at  noon. Late fees will be 
assessed for any item at the daily/weekend/weekly rate.  
Weekly rentals are a seven day period.  Holiday rentals are 
applicable on 4-day weekends, where Monday or Friday is a 
Federal holiday.  

RENTAL TIMELINE

DO NOT ERECT, if  winds are over 20 MPH 
damages may occur to equipment. Remember 
renters are responsible for damages.

1)  Remove inflatable from trailer and layout in area you have 
chosen.  Find air input port “tube” on inflatable and attach blower 
to port.
2)  Ensure all vents are closed then plug blower into extension 
cord provided or directly into electrical outlet and turn on blower.  If 
inflatable seems soft check under/around for vents and ensure all 
are closed.
3)  Four stakes are provided; ensure that four corners of the 
inflatable are staked down no matter the wind conditions.
4)  Ensure that blower is not in water/path of water; blowers are 
not waterproof
5)  If it rains disconnect blower and put in a safe place.  Move 
inflatable out of the rain if possible.  inflate for drying if rain ceases.
6)  If blower stops operating, unplug and allow cooling for 5 
minutes prior to restarting.  This may occur in cases when 
weather is hot or inflatable is overloaded.  Reduce the number of 
persons on the inflatable to prevent blower from kicking off.

INFLATABLE TOY RULES

Daily $75
Weekend $100
Weekly $190
Holiday $130
Rental prices are the same
for all in�atables shown.

Cars, 15x15 Frozen, 15x15 Mama Tiger, 15x15x12

Superman, 15x15 The Castle 2, 13x13

Monster Truck, 15x15 Looney Tunes, 15x15

The Giant, 15x20

1)  To deflate turn off blower and 
open all vents.  Put blower in 
vehicle, do NOT transport on trailer. 
2)  Clean, roll and put back on 
trailer.
3)  Bring back the inflatable clean 
of debris/toys/candy and fold 
orderly.
4)  Place item on trailer ready to 
tow.  Renters need a hitch with a 2” 
ball to tow and flat four wiring 
harness.

ODR charges $35 cleaning and 
re-rolling fee for units returned 
dirty or unrolled inflatables.

IMPORTANT
RETURN

INSTRUCTIONS

Winnie the Pooh, 15x15


